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Abstract 
Numerous studies concerning the number and disposition of chordless paths on four vertices in 
graphs proved that there is a strong relation between these paths and the perfectness of graphs. 
In this paper, we further investigate this relation by introducing the notion of P1-[~(0111i~(/li0// 
and formulating two conjectures, which are used both to find an equivalent version of the odd 
pair conjecture and to frame it. In the last section, we prove some particular casts of these 
conjectures. 0 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
I. Introduction 
Given an arbitrary graph G = (V, E), the chromutic number of G (denoted x(G)) is 
the minimum number of colours that can be attributed to the vertices in such a way 
that any two adjacent vertices have different colours; and the clique nunzhe~ of G (nota- 
tion co(G)) is the largest number of pairwise adjacent vertices. 
A graph is said to be perfect if, for any of its induced subgraphs, the chromatic 
number equals the clique number. It is called rnirzirnd itqwfhct if it is not perfect, 
but all its proper induced subgraphs are. It is quite easy to notice that the chordless 
cycles (of length at least 5) with odd number of vertices (also called odd hokv) and 
their complcmcnt graphs (also called o&i antihol~s) are minimal imperfect graphs, 
but it seems very difficult to find any other graph with the same property. In fact, 
Berge [I] conjectured that these are the only minimal imperfect graphs, affirmation 
well known under the name of strong /~rjrct gruph cmjecturc (SPCK). Another con- 
jecture of Berge, called the ~euk prt$ct qyruph cwzjecturc~, claimed that a graph is 
perfect if and only if its complement graph is perfect. and became a theorem thanks to 
LOVSSZ [7]. 
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Although no proof exists yet for the SPGC, many partial results have been obtained, 
often using sufficient conditions for a graph not to be minimal imperfect. Some of 
them, that will be used in our proofs, are given in the next sections. 
2. Pd-domination 
For the definitions of terms not given here (cycle, path, clique, connected component, 
etc.) the reader is referred to [4]. 
Usually, a graph is called a Berge yruplz if it contains no odd hole and no odd anti- 
hole as induced subgraphs. The SPGC may be then formulated by saying that no 
minimal imperfect Berge graph exists. That is why, without loss of generality, we may 
eliminate the odd holes and odd antiholes from our study when necessary. 
Denote by CL a chordless cycle with k vertices, and, for an arbitrary graph G, by 
NG(x) (or N(x) if no confusion is possible) the set of vertices adjacent to the vertex x 
in G. Now let G be a graph containing no C,. 
Take two vertices x, y in G. For any vertex z E NG(.I;) - {x}, we have either that x 
is adjacent to z in G, or that x is adjacent to z in G. If, for every z E N&) - {x}, the 
first condition is verified, we say that x dominates y. There is no difficulty in proving, 
using the Star-Cutset Lemma (see Section 3), that a minimal imperfect graph does not 
contain two such vertices x,p. 
Consider again two vertices x and y in G, but this time take the set 9(y) of chordless 
paths on four vertices (denoted P4) containing y but not x. Say that a vertex w sees a 
P4 if it is adjacent to two consecutive vertices on the Pd. Now, let ahcd E Y(y) and 
notice that cadb is a P4 in G containing y but not x. An easy reasoning proves that 
either x sees abed in G, or x sees cadb in G (recall that G contains no C,). The 
similarity to the situation above is obvious, therefore the question arises whether the 
conclusions are similar too. 
Given two vertices x, y, we say that x Pd-dominates y in G (or that (x, y) is a 
PJ-dominating pair) if x sees in G any Pa containing y but not x. Obviously, the 
chordless cycles of length at least five do not contain such pair of vertices; but their 
complement graphs always do (take any two vertices). Then the question below comes 
naturally: 
Problem. Is it true that minimal imperfect graphs, other than odd antiholes, have no 
Pd-dominating pair? 
The similarity with the introducing example may be stopped here by noticing that in 
fact y may appear into a P4 either as a middle vertex, or as an extremal vertex; there- 
fore, two weaker versions of the PJ-domination may be given. 
We will say that x Pd-m-dominates y (respectively, PA-e-dominates y) if x sees in 
G any P4 containing y as a middle vertex (resp. as an extremal vertex), but not contain- 
ing x. The notions of Pd-m- and Pd-e-dominating pair are defined similarly, and we can 
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Odd Pair Conjecture 
P4-e Conjecture _ 
(non-adjacent pair) 
Dual 
Q-e Conjecture F 
(non-adjacent pair) 
t-ig. I. 
Q-m Conjecture 
(non-adjacent pair) 
formulate the following versions of the preceding problem, that we state as conjectures 
since they are implied by the SPGC: 
The P4-m Conjecture. No minimal imperfect graph (other than an odd antihole) has 
a Pd-nz-dominating pair. 
The P4-e Conjecture. No minimal imperfect graph (other than an odd antihole) has a 
PJ-e-dominating pair. 
We will use the general term of PJ-cmjecturrs to designate this couple of conjcc- 
tures. Although no obvious connection exists, the &-conjectures are strongly related to 
the following one, formulated in [9] by Meyniel and Olariu. A pair X, _V of vertices in 
a graph G is called an odd pair if every chordless path joining .Y to _v in G ~ x_r’ has 
odd number of edges (G - xy is the graph obtained from G by removing, if it exists. 
the edge XJ,). 
The odd pair Conjecture. No minimal imperfect graph contains an odd pair. 
We can have an idea about the difficulty of the Pd-conjectures by comparing them 
to the odd pair conjecture, which is not yet proved despite all the efforts. The diagram 
in Fig. 1 shows the implications we are going to prove. The dual PA-C conjecture 
is a weaker version of the Pd-e conjecture claiming that no minimal imperfect graph 
(other than an odd antihole) has vertices x, 3’ such that both (x. J) and (?,,.I-) are 
PJ-e-dominating pairs. 
3. Preliminary results 
Here are some properties of minimal imperfect graphs that will be used in our rea- 
sonings, both in Section 4, devoted to the announced relations between the conjectures. 
and in Section 5, devoted to particular cases of the PI-conjectures. 
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In [lo], Olariu defined two vertices x, y to be antitwins if each vertex of the graph 
G=( V, E), except from x and y, is adjacent either to x or to y, but not to both of them. 
He also established that: 
Antitwins Lemma. No minimal imperjkct graph contains antitw+zs. 
A set C C V is called a star-cutset if its removal from G disconnects the graph, and 
there exists a vertex of C adjacent to all the other vertices in C. Chvital [2] proved 
that: 
Star-Cutset Lemma. No minimal imperfect graph contains a star-cutset. 
Now, following Meyniel and Olariu, let us call dejcient an edge xy such that x, y 
have no common neighbours in G. Then we have (see [9]): 
Lemma 1. The odd pair conjecture is equivalent to the following afJirmation: 
(P) A minimal imperfect graph contains a dejicient edge if and only if it is an odd 
hole. 
Another useful property of deficient edges is due to Hoang [5] (see also [14]): 
Lemma 2. If G is a minimal imperjhct graph (other than an odd hole) containing a 
dejicient edge xy, then G - xy is minimal imperfect. 
Finally, take a graph G = ( V, E), and denote by G + e the graph obtained from G by 
adding a new edge e. Two non-adjacent vertices x, y in G such that w(G+xy) > o(G) 
will be said to form a co-critical pair of G. It is not known yet whether any minimal 
imperfect graph contains a co-critical pair, but numerous results exist concerning their 
properties, whenever one can find such pairs. The two lemmas below may be found 
in Sebo [ 131 (an r-clique is simply a clique of size r, o denotes o(G)). 
Lemma 3. If x, y is a co-critical pair of a minimal imperfect graph G, then there 
exists a unique (o - I)-clique QX,, such that {x} U Qx,.+ {y} U Qx,y are cliques. 
Lemma 4. If x0x1, XIX2 ,..., xk-_IXk, 1 <k < o(G), are co-critical pairs, then QXr,xz+, n 
Qx,,x,_, = 8 for any i # j E (0, 1,2,. . . ,k - 1). 
This last lemma will be used in the very simple case where k = 2. 
4. Pd-domination and odd pairs 
We will work only with minimal imperfect graphs other than odd holes or odd 
antiholes, so we may consider that o(G) 3 3, w(G) 3 3 for all such graphs G. Also, as 
indicated in the diagram, the versions of the Pd-conjectures we are interested in forecast 
that no minimal imperfect graph (except for the odd antiholes) has a non-djownt 
Pd-m (resp. Pd-e) dominating pair. We shall refer to these versions as to the /‘~-e(n) 
conjrctzrrr and PJ-m(n) conjecture. 
For two fixed vertices .x,-y, let A4 denote the set of vertices that are adjacent neither 
to .Y nor to J‘ in the current graph, and different from s and J. 
Theorem 1. Thr ~~~llo~~?~~~~ stutements are eguivrrknr: 
(i ) the odd pair c~or@cturr; 
(ii) th yfirmution (P); 
(iii) the Dual Pd-e(n) co~jrcturr. 
Proof. By Lemma I, we already have the equivalence between (P) and the odd pair 
conjecture, i.e. (i)++(ii). We prove that (ii)++(iii). 
=+: Suppose the contrary and let x.y be two non-adjacent vertices in the minimal 
imperfect graph G (with o(G) > 3, (u(G)33) such that both (X,-V) and (,I~,.Y) are 
P4-e-dominating pairs. Consider the set M given by the notation above. If we prove 
that A4 = 8, then we are done: c is a minimal imperfect graph (other than an odd 
hole) containing a deficient edge, so (P) is contradicted. 
Suppose therefore that A4 # 0 and let A be a connected component of the graph 
induced by A4 in G. Consider B the set of vertices (included in NG.(x)UNG( J’)) that are 
adjacent to at least one vertex in A. Then every h E B must be adjacent to every vertex 
in A, otherwise one can find a,a’ in .4 such that aa’,ah E E but a’h @ E: supposing. 
without loss of generality, that h E NG(x), we obtain that shaa’ is a PJ that is not seen 
by _I‘, a contradiction. In this case, A must have exactly one vertex. otherwise one can 
find a star-cutset in G (if there exist ~,a’ E A.a f a’, then {a} U B disconnects (I’ and 
the rest of the graph). Say A = {a}. 
Denote B, =Bn(N(x)-N(~)).B2=BB((N(x)~N(!,)),Bi=Bn(N(C)-.~(x)). Then 
B = BI U Bz IJ Bl and BI # fl, B3 # (!I (otherwise we can find the star-cutset { y} L B in 
the first case and {x} U B in the second one). Notice that all the edges exist between 
any B, and B, (i # ,i). To see this, suppose for instance that two vertices hl t Bi and 
h; E B3 are non-adjacent; then the PJ xhl& is not seen by J’, a contradiction. Then 
Nc(a) induces a non-connected graph in G, so {u} 1 _ Nc(u) is a star-cutset in (;. a 
contradiction. 
+: Suppose that (P) is not true. Then, there exists a minimal imperfect graph G 
(which is not an odd hole) with a deficient edge XJ. Obviously, G is not an odd 
antihole neither, so w(G), ~((?)>,3. Then (? is a minimal imperfect graph (other than 
an odd hole or antihole) such that V = {x, JI} U N&x) U N,( ~1) and both (_v. J‘). (~‘,.r ) 
are non-adjacent PJ-e-dominating pairs. a contradiction. r 
Theorem 2. The t,ro yfirmations hrlo~~ ure ~:alitl: 
(i) If’ the PJ-e(n) conjecture is true. then the dud P?+(n) conjecture is true. 
(ii) I{’ the &ul Pd-e(n) conJ’ecture is true, then the PA-tn(n ) wnjccture is trw 
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Proof. Obviously (i) is true. To prove (ii), suppose that the dual Pd-e(n) conjecture is 
true, but there exists a minimal imperfect graph G (with co>3 in G and 6) containing 
a P4-m(n)-dominating pair (x,y). We state the following claim: 
Claim 1. Let G=( V, E) be a minimal imperjkct graph. [f G has a Pb-m(n)-dominating 
pair (x,y), then xy is a de$cient edge in c?. 
Proof. In G, let M be the set of vertices adjacent neither to x nor to y, and different 
from x and y. If M = 0 then we are done. Suppose the contrary. 
Since {x} U NG(x) - NG( y) is not a star-cutset in G, the two sets {y} U NG(y) and 
M must be connected, so at least one vertex in NG(Y) has a neighbour in M. With 
the notation NM(w) = No(w) n M for an arbitrary vertex w, notice that if a, b are 
non-adjacent vertices in No(y), then NM(U) = NM(b). Indeed, suppose this is not the 
case and a has a neighbour t in M such that tb @ E. Then tayb is a P4 containing y 
as a middle vertex, which is not seen by x. This gives a contradiction, since x Ph-m- 
dominates y. 
Now, the graph induced in G by No(y) must be connected, otherwise y and its 
neighbourhood in G is a star-cutset of G. Then any two vertices in NC(Y) are connected 
in G by a path of non-edges and the preceding remark guarantees that they have the 
same neighbours in M. Consequently, if T is the set of vertices in M with neighbours 
in No(y)> then for all a E NG(Y), NM(~) = T. Then it is sufficient to consider t’ E T 
(this is possible, since T # 0) and to notice that {t’} U NG(Y) is a star-cutset (it 
disconnects y from any t’l E M - {t’}; if no such vertex exists, 6 is disconnected and 
we are done). 0 
As proved in this claim, xy is a deficient edge in G, so (P) is not true. By Theorem 1, 
the dual Pb-e(n) conjecture is false too, a contradiction to the hypothesis. 
Once this theorem is proved, all the implications announced in the diagram (Fig. 1) 
are proved. 
5. Particular cases 
As we could see in the section above, at least in the case of non-adjacent Pd-e 
or Pd-m-dominating pairs, it seems more natural to try to solve the Pd-m-conjecture 
than the P4-e-conjecture. Anyway, the P4-m(n)-conjecture is not easy either. Therefore, 
we concentrated our work on two particular cases, obtained by imposing new condi- 
tions, of the same type, in G (for reasons which come equally from symmetry and 
from the implications in the diagram, it is not very useful to impose such conditions 
in G). 
Theorem 3. No minimal imperfect graph, other than an odd hole or an odd antihole, 
contains a pair x, y of vertices such that: 
(1 ) (x, y) is u P;1-m-doonzinatiny pair in G; 
(2) (x, y) or (y.x) is 0 Pd-m-doonzinat&J pair irz G-. 
Proof. To prove this theorem by contradiction, take G = ( C’, E) and .x, y as described. 
Without loss of generality, we can suppose that .XJ~ $ E (otherwise we consider c and, 
if needed, change the roles of x and ~3). 
By Claim I, xj’ is a deficient edge in 6, so it may be removed and the remain- 
ing graph & is minimal imperfect (Lemma 2). Now, in G’ we have the same P4-m- 
dominating pair as in G, (x, v) or (L;.x). Claim 1 in c’ guarantees that I’ = {.x. \,) I 
,Yc;~(.u) U N,;.,(),). Since Nor and Ni;‘(!$) are disjoint, we have that x and J’ arc 
antitwins. But this contradicts the antitwins Lemma. ? 
A similar result holds while combining P4-m and Pa-e-domination, as shown in the 
next theorem (notice that a pair (s, y) of non-adjacent vertices cannot be Pd-tpl-dominat- 
ing in G and Pq-c-dominating in G). 
Proof. Suppose the contrary. As before we deduce that .YJ‘ is deficient in (;. Notice 
that we have: 
If’ s E N,(j,) is adjacent to some t E NC(X), the/l s is udjacent to the 
whole c,onuected component o,f’ t in Nc(x). 
Indeed, if this is not the case, then we can find t’, t” t N&x) such that t’t” t E( G ) 
and st’ t E(6). st” $! E(G). Then the P3 yst’t” of G becomes in G the PJ .s?‘~.~‘. 
which is not seen by X, a contradiction. 
Now, since c is minimal imperfect, x must be contained in some maximum cliques 
of G (see Padberg [l I]). Then let C be a connected component of N,(u) such that C 
contains a clique Q of size co(G) - 1. 
The set A4’ of vertices adjacent neither to ?I nor to >’ in c is non-empty, since X. j’ are 
not antitwins. Then, there must exist some vertex L’ E c‘ which has neighbours in M’ 
otherwise {j.} ‘J N&j) is a star-cutset disconnecting C and M’. Let LI be a neighbout 
of c in M’ and A the connected component of a in hl’. Then L’ is adjacent to all the 
vertices in d (otherwise (y,x) is not a PJ-e-dominating pair). Since {x} LJ:VV,(.Y) is not 
a star-cutset. there exists a’ E A having at least one neighbour 11‘ t N,;(.\‘), thereFore 
x,L.,LI’,~I.. ~3 induce a chordless cycle on five vertices, unless )I’(’ t E(G). 
In this case, the introducing remark guarantees that ii’ is adjacent to all the vertices 
in c’. So {u.} U Q is an w(G)-clique and X. w fonn a co-critical pair. Lemma 4 with 
h- = 2 implies that no other vertex $4.’ t N&y) is adjacent to a vertex in c’. Then 
{IV} U I%‘~;( ~1,) - A 1s a star-cutsct. Indeed, suppose on the contrary that there exists a 
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chordless path joining b E A to x in the graph obtained after removing {w}UNi;(w)-A. 
Take b such that its neighbour d on the path has the property d # A. Then d # N&y) 
(as before d would be adjacent to all C) and d #N&x) (since in G we would obtain 
a chordless cycle on five vertices induced by x, d, b, w, y). This is a contradiction to 
the definition of d. 0 
6. Concluding remarks 
Concerning Pb-m- or Pd-e-dominating pairs, all the questions are opened. One of 
them: which are the graphs that have such pairs‘? As easy examples we can give the tri- 
angulated graphs (for which pairs may be found with the two properties in Theorem 3, 
respectively, Theorem 4) and the brittle graphs (for the definitions not given here see 
[3,6]). Particular attention should be paid to graphs of diameter at least three, which 
all have adjacent Pd-e-dominating pairs in G: meaning that the Pd-e conjecture (for 
adjacent vertices) should be very difficult. 
7. For further reading 
The following Refs. [S] and [12] are also of interest to the reader. 
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